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Penguins Jump at the Chance
You'll be amazed by this National Geographic
footage of Emperor penguin chicks leaping 50
feet off an Antarctic cliff.

 
These Creations Take the Cake
Watch talented cake artists create edible art
— a giant cupcake, skiers on a mountain, a
fairy garden, and much more.
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PetMD
May is Pet Month and a
great time to check out this
educational site filled with
health tips for your furry
friends.
Learn more...

 
Food Network
Get ready for summer
entertaining with no-fuss food
and beverage recipes, grilling
advice, and other ideas.
Learn more...

 
This Old House
It's the next best thing to
having a friendly neighbor
who's a home improvement
expert always willing to help.
Learn more...
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3 Favorite Homemade Salsas
These recipes will spice up snacks and
entrees during May, which is Salsa Month.
You may never buy jarred salsa again!

 
Summer Cookout Side Dishes
Serve guests delicious Honey Lime Fruit
Salad, Grandma's Ambrosia Salad,
Blackberry Chicken Salad, or Broccoli Salad.

 
Total Solar Eclipse Highlights
If you weren't able to get a good look at the
April 8th total solar eclipse, here's your
chance to see spectacular images.

 
Lizard on the Loose
This captive-bred Asian water monitor lizard,
wearing nearly 10 pounds, is a creative
climber when it comes to curtains.
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Make DIY String-Light Planters
This simple project allows you to add an
inviting glow to a firepit area or patio without
digging holes in your yard.

 
Closet Becomes Office Nook
Transform an underused closet into a cozy
office space by using paint, lighting, and a
floating desk and shelves.
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